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ou are in space on a giant ball of rock

and water streaking around a huge mass

of superheated gas on the edge of an

immense galaxy. Amazing!

For thousands of years, human beings

have gazed into the night sky and studied

the objects in space, hoping to better

understand their universe. This book

will share some of what scientists have

learned over the centuries about how the

objects in space were formed, what

they’re made of, and their effects on each

other.

But more than that, this book will give

you a small glimpse of the awesome

nature of the universe. It is a universe

made up of an uncountable number of

immense objects separated by incredible

distances, all moving

in a timeless dance. And you 

are part of it.

Do you know
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This space trip isn’t just about        !

numbers and facts, though.     F

Along the way, you’ll find jokes,         F

riddles, tongue twisters, and        O  

plenty of goofy characters who    

will help make your journey lots         T

of fun.            F 

           I

So lock on to the nearest star and let’s L

you are in the
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What is the sky?

What’s out in space?

What is a star?

What is a galaxy?

What is a constellation?

What is a planet?

How did our solar system get started?

What is a meteor?

What is a comet?

What is a black hole?

What is a light-year?
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hink of the sky this way: As soon

as you leave the surface of the

Earth, you begin to enter the sky.

           We call the part of 

       the sky close to the 

           Earth the atmosphere.

      Among other things, the

          atmosphere contains the air we

      breathe, dust particles, water

         molecules, and clouds.

        When you leave the Earth’s atmosphere

   you enter the part of the sky we call space.

The
Sky
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